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Finding Larger Transnational Media
Markets: Media Practices
of the Vietnamese Diasporic Community
Tae-Sik Kim
11.1 Introduction
International migration involves representative practices that characterize the glob-
alized world. While migrants’ mobility has changed the everyday landscapes of
our world, it has also dramatically increased the transnational communication traf-
fic between their old and new homes. Advanced communication technologies have
expanded the scope of migrants’ media use, allowing them to reach various media
outlets around the world. Meanwhile, they have also developed ethnic media in their
own diasporic communities in global urban centers (cf. Georgiou 2017). Also, media
organizations in so-called multicultural societies have set their sights on this popula-
tion, making available more features representing the migrants and their presence in
given societies (cf.Müller andHermes 2010). Unlike the conventional understanding
of migrants in the tradition of intercultural communication studies, which highlights
a positive correlation between migrants’ new cultural adaptation and their uses of a
new (host) society’s media, the globally mobile population has opened up a variety
of media landscapes on both global and local levels.
Migrant-related media studies have focused a great deal on conventional
immigrant-receiving countries, such as Anglo-American and West European coun-
tries, due to the size of their migrant communities as well as their well-developed
media markets. Although recent studies have begun paying attention to the diverse
media flows that have originated in previously less-studied media markets such as
Brazil, Turkey and India (Thussu 2006), media studies of migrant communities in
emerging multicultural societies like many Central and Eastern European countries
have still been limited. This chapter is based on data from two different studies on
transnational media practices in the Vietnamese diasporic community in the Czech
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Republic. As part of a larger research project on the media practices of the dias-
poric community, the first phase of this study involved a series of in-depth interviews
with Vietnamese young adults who were competent in multiple languages, including
Czech, Vietnamese and English and thus was relatively well integrated into both the
Czech and Vietnamese communities. In the second phase, the study turned its focus
toward Vietnamese migrants who had arrived in the CR as independent adults. These
first-generation migrants were relatively confined within their diasporic community
and spent more time in their workplaces. The media practices of these different types
of Vietnamese migrants reflect different migration experiences. Thus, this chapter
first reviews various life contexts of the different Vietnamese populations in the CR
and then discusses how they have been erased from the Czech media landscape
because of their adoption of transnational media practices. This study also demon-
strates how the diasporic community has failed to establish a conventional form of
diasporic media but instead has found new translocal information outlets on social
media.
11.2 Vietnamese in the Czech Republic
As of 2016, 58,025 Vietnamese officially lived in the CR, composing the third-
largest minority after Ukrainians and Slovaks (Czech Statistical Office 2017). The
Vietnamese startedmigrating to theCR in the late 1950swhen the then-Czechoslovak
Government hosted workers from other communist–ally countries. There was a short
period of declining numbers of Vietnamese migrant workers during the political
changes around 1989, but since then, the Vietnamese diasporic community in the CR
has grown dramatically (Drbohlav et al. 2009), composing the third-largest group
of immigrants overall and the largest population from Asia (Kušniráková 2014).
Unlike the largest single immigrant group, Ukrainians, Vietnamese migrants consist
more of business owners than employees (Drbohlav and Dzúrová 2007). Reflecting
the presence of Vietnamese in the Czech economy, academic studies have focused
on the economic motivations for migration and labor-related issues in the CR (e.g.,
Huwelmeier 2015).
Although there have been multiple studies taking the Vietnamese into account in
evaluatingCzech immigration policies (e.g., Drbohlav andDzúrová 2007; Trbola and
Rákoczyová 2011), only a few studies have paid extensive attention to the cultural
experiences of the Vietnamese in the CR (e.g., Alamgir 2013). Instead, many studies
have focused on criminal activities based in the diaspora community (e.g., Drbohlav
and Janská 2009; Nožina 2010; Nožina and Kraus 2016). As the migrant population
has increased and become more visible, sociological studies have recently focused
on the everyday practices of the Vietnamese.
A recent study shed light on the unique family experiences ofVietnamesemigrants
who relied on Czech nannies in their child-rearing (Souralová 2014), reflecting not
only the economic condition of themigrants whoworked overtime but also the demo-
graphic composition of the Vietnamese community, which consists of a relatively
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large number of children (40%) (Kušniráková 2014). The language status of the Viet-
namese in the CR is another topic investigated by multiple studies (e.g., Lin 2016;
Sherman and Homoláč 2017). Also, recent studies on the identity of Vietnamese
migrant children demonstrated the ambivalently hovering identity of these youth in
the CR (Cheng and Hu 2015; Svobodová and Janská 2016). However, much about
the media practices in the Vietnamese diaspora of the CR is still unclear.
The Vietnamese have been recognized as a national minority group since 2013,
along with 13 other minorities in the CR (Vláda České republiky 2018). As part of
the protection of national minority cultures, the Government Council for National
Minorities has financially supported multiple ethnic media projects, such as print
media for the Roma community and multi-language radio programs on the public
Český rozhlas (Czech Radio) covering Roma, Slovak, Polish and German commu-
nities. However, there are no specifically designed channels, programs or features in
the Czech public service media for the Vietnamese community. Also, the Vietnamese
have not been a target audience group in the Czech commercial media market.
Despite its relatively large size, the Vietnamese community has not founded a
well-formed diasporic media presence on traditional media platforms. While there
have been no diasporic outlets on electronicmedia platforms, a couple ofVietnamese-
language print magazines have come and gone. Viet Media, which once published
two community magazines, Tuần tin mó,i (New Week) and Thế gió,i tr ?e (Youth World),
founded Vietinfo.eu, a Vietnamese-language Web portal, which is now managed by
Vietinfo Group. Currently, An ninh thế gió,i (World Security) is regularly published
in the Vietnamese language. The structures of these magazines are identical. Each
issue contains news on the Vietnamese community in the CR, translated news arti-
cles on Czech society and readers’ opinions. However, these community-related
news features are brief; the magazines consist mainly of news articles originally
published by Vietnamese domestic and diasporic media outside the CR. Along with
Vietinfo, Sangu.eu has penetrated into the diasporic community by serving up-to-
date information in the Vietnamese language. This small information outlet utilizes
Facebook as the most effective communication platform, featuring a variety of types
of multimedia-based information and ways of delivering it, such as live streaming.
Currently, more than 25,000 Facebook users subscribe to its page, and its postings
often receive more than 1000 reactions from the subscribers. Although the Viet-
namese community in the CR has failed to establish a conventional form of diasporic
media or draw attention from the Czech mainstream media, the community seems
to have finally found a diasporic information outlet on the most populous new media
platform.
11.3 Media Practices in Diasporic Communities
Global migrants have shaped a variety of transnational spaces by flexibly interact-
ing with people across multiple borders, which is depicted by Appadurai (1990)
in his notion of the five scapes of globalization. Globally, mobile people have not
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only expanded the ethnoscape by creating diasporic communities across borders but
have also accelerated the shaping of the mediascape by consuming and transacting
mediated information on a global scale. Gazing at the ever-changing global landscape
around diasporic communities andmedia environments, migration andmedia studies
have studied the transnational as well as diasporicmedia practices of globalmigrants.
The sharing of information across borders helps migrants engage in domestic politics
in their home countries (Aricat 2015). Media from migrants’ country of origin is an
important means to maintain native identity (Kama and Malka 2013). Transnational
media consumption practices are also adopted by migrants as a strategy to cope with
chronic cultural stresses they face in their new home (Kim 2016).
Some studies have revealed more dynamic transnational interactions over media
by investigating migrants’ media practices beyond the binational border between a
country of origin and a receiving country. Migrants in Europe often use international
news media from different countries (Christiansen 2004). Arab migrant women in
the UK watch television dramas from countries other than their countries of origin
(Georgiou 2012). When the Hong Kong film industry was dominant in Asia, Viet-
namese migrant children in Australia became loyal consumers of Hong Kongmovies
available in their diasporic shops (Cunningham and Nguyen 2001). Asian migrants
in the Netherlands consume non-homeland Asian media products on a regular basis,
just as many Asian migrant youth in North America intensively consume Korean
media products (Ju and Lee 2015; Yoon and Jin 2016). Their shared migratory expe-
riences and cultural sensibilities have led them to transnational media products from
Asian media markets not located in their countries of origin.
Globalmigrants have not only relied onmedia sources across borders but have also
developed their own community media. Diasporic media have also been studied in
largemultiethnic societies, mainly in theWestern world (Georgiou 2005;Matsaganis
et al. 2010; Yu 2017). Like media from their country of origin, diasporic media often
help migrants maintain ethnic identities (Yin 2015); play important roles in forming
communities in new home countries (Shi 2005); and provide important information
to migrants about how to make a living in a host society (Garapich 2008). However,
there are only a very limited number of studies delving into migrants’ transnational
media use or diasporic media practices in countries with small media markets. One
example is a study based in Ireland that demonstrates how multicultural news media
have formed in the course of the transition to a multicultural society (Banks 2008).
As Jõesaar et al. (2013) rightly noted in their study of Russian-language media in the
small Estonian media market, the population of minorities in a small-media-market
society tends to be tiny, so it draws little attention not only from domestic media
organizations but also within academic circles.
11.4 Contextualizing Vietnamese Populations in the CR
As noted above, initial studies regardingVietnamesemigrant children in the CRwere
conducted in recent years. In the first study, the population investigated generally
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shared multiple demographic characteristics, like a relatively stable socioeconomic
status, higher human capital and integration into both diasporic and Czech com-
munities. During the interviews, participants often differentiated themselves from
their parents’ generation mainly by their multilingualism, Czech cultural literacy
and global lifestyles. The children of migrants also drew a line between themselves
and other young Vietnamese migrants who recently migrated to the CR on their
own. They limited their interaction with the newcomers mainly because the two
populations did not share many life experiences and living spaces in the CR.
Most of the first generation of Vietnamese arrived in the 1990s. Their migration
trajectories are difficult to generalize; it was more common for the head of a house-
hold to come first to the CR to pave the way for his or her family to settle in the new
country. They often travelled back and forth between Vietnam and the CR to bring
necessary resources and family members. Most adult migrants spent a tremendous
amount of time at their workplaces in order to support their families. It is now 20–
30 years since their migration, and they have a reputation as hardworking migrants
who have succeeded relatively well in their economic life. The Vietnamese dias-
poric community formed a large Vietnamese business complex called Sapa on the
outskirts of Prague and established similar wholesale businesses in other cities like
Brno. Backed by the huge wholesale network within the diasporic community, many
Vietnamese are known as owners of small to midsized shops. It is common to see a
small grocery store, called potraviny or večerka, owned by a Vietnamese merchant
on every street corner. Also, many Vietnamese vendors are active in a number of
border towns adjacent to Germany, Austria and Poland. While they have built exclu-
sively Vietnamese wholesale complexes and business networks within the diaspora,
their residences are quite spread out. For example, there are no specific Vietnamese
residential communities in the major cities like Prague and Brno. In other words,
the first generation of Vietnamese managed their community integration strategy by,
on the one hand, going deep into the everyday spaces of Czech people and, on the
other hand, bymaintaining an exclusive “ethnic enclave economy”1 (Werbner 2001).
Nevertheless, the economic migrants spend most of their working time either in their
shops or in other Vietnamese businesses like those in Sapa. Many who maintained
this work pattern from the early days of their migration neither improved their Czech
language skills nor built a healthy social network with Czech people. According to
a criterion from conventional acculturation studies, they are a population quite sepa-
rated frommainstream Czech society (Berry 1997). By and large, these middle-aged
migrants who have lived in the CR for more than 20 years do not have a particular
plan to go back to Vietnam, although many of them initially dreamed of eventually
returning to their home country after making money in the CR.
In contrast, young adult migrants, who are often called the 1.5 generation, tend
to be visible in both the Vietnamese community and Czech society. These young
Vietnamese came to the CR at a young age (mostly between three and ten years old),
1There have been controversies over the concept of an ethnic enclave economy. The concept used
in this paper is grounded in Werbner’s (2001) definition of ethnic enclave economy as ethnically
networked businesses that generate ethnic social space by transacting particular goods and services.
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following their parents. These young adults generally shared similar life experiences
in their early years in the CR; their parents worked long hours at factories, grocery
stores or other Vietnamese-owned businesses; they were mostly cared for by Czech
nannies or their grandparents; and they spent most of their weekday daytime hours
at Czech educational institutions. For many of them, the Czech language is their first
language due to these childhood experiences. However, they have also been pushed to
speak Vietnamese at home by their parents, who have prioritized Vietnamese family
values in their children’s upbringing and discipline. Although many of their parents
still work almost every day, the migrant children have spent relatively long hours
with their parents since their economic condition has stabilized. As grownups, they
also participate in economic activities. While some of them assist their parents in
their own shops, others also work outside the diasporic community. Their multilin-
gual skills are attractive to both Vietnamese and Czech businesses located in urban
centers, which have benefited from the recent boom in tourism and rapid globaliza-
tion. In our interviews, the young adults often used the term banana2 as a means of
characterizing their different identities. Participants in this study commonly identi-
fied themselves as “less banana” than their younger siblings, who were mostly born
in the CR. Thus, our respondents placed themselves between the first generation and
the second generation, which is the reason they are often called the “1.5 generation.”
Generally cosmopolitan in nature, they have travelled to many different countries,
including Vietnam, thanks to their family’s economic prosperity and various edu-
cational opportunities available in European Union Member States. However, most
of them want to live in the CR or other states in Europe permanently instead of in
Vietnam.
Another group of young adults in the Vietnamese community consists of recent
migrants who came to the CR on their own. They generally share similar migra-
tion trajectories not with the 1.5 generation within the same age range but with the
older and earlier first generation. The majority of the new migrants work at busi-
nesses owned by other Vietnamese. They are more visible in Vietnamese business
complexes like Sapa than in Czech urban centers, mainly due to enclave economic
practices. Thus, they rely almost exclusively on various networks within the dias-
poric community. It is known that they often form intimate communities with those
who share the same migratory experiences in order to exchange emotional support
as well as daily information. Not unlike the earlier generation of migrants, their lim-
ited language skills hinder them from seeking alternatives in Czech society. Since
the opportunity and support for language acquisition are limited in the community,
some of them take language courses at their own expense. The cost of private lessons,
along with a shortage of time due to working long hours, prevents them from acquir-
ing the Czech language successfully. Also, very few of them speak other European
languages, which leave them few options for jobs outside the diasporic community.
2“Banana” is a widely used slur referring to Asian migrant children in a Western country, who
identify themselves more with their new western home culture than with their Asian home culture.
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Their future plans vary; while some of them plan to stay in the CR permanently, some
define themselves as temporary economic migrants, and others are more flexible and
are open to every possibility.
11.5 Crossing the Binational Border: Media Practices
of the Early First Generation
In Vietnamese wholesale complexes like Sapa and on Olomoucká Street in Brno,
it is very common to see owners and clerks in the shops watching television in
the Vietnamese language. During downtime at a small shop or potraviny, one may
hear Vietnamese sound emanating from a tiny screen under the counter. During the
interviews, migrant children often said that Vietnamese satellite television programs
worked like background music during their family mealtimes because their parents
were tuned in to these channels. Such scenes characterize quite well the media prac-
tices of the first generation of Vietnamese migrants in the CR. Busy small-business
owners are heavy, yet mindless, users of Vietnamese satellite television. For those
who have a low competence in languages other than their mother tongue, the media
from their country of origin seems to be the sole option. Although they are gradually
moving from old electronic media to online social media as their main information
outlet, they still spend a large amount of time with Vietnamese satellite television,
mainly due to their working environments.
For thosewho are not very adept in exploring alternative sources of information on
different media platforms like the Internet, satellite television is the most affordable
as well as the most reliable media outlet. Satellite television has long been the basic,
primary medium for the early migrants, who were not able to use any media based in
the CR due to the language barrier. Even if some of our participants once used video
players likeVCRs,VCDs andDVDs towatchmedia products fromVietnam, they had
only limited time to enjoy them. Instead, theyhave reliedmore onVietnamese satellite
channels available from both Czech Television providers and Vietnamese diasporic
businesses. Although they have Internet-connected computers and smartphones at
their places of work as well as at home, most still subscribe to Vietnamese satellite
television at both places, mainly due to their routinizedmedia use.Watching—or just
turning on—Vietnamese television is not only an individual media practice but also a
diaspora practice. Maintaining close business networks, Vietnamese often visit each
other’s workplaces, such as restaurants, wholesale shops and hair-and-nail shops,
where the same satellite television is usually turned on.
Habitually and constantly exposed to television programs fromVietnam, the early
migrants tend not to look for alternative sources. Many of those who once tried to
adopt Czech media failed to become regular users, mainly due to the lack of pro-
grams that suit their interests. They have failed to find interesting programs on Czech
network television, but they have also not been attracted to Czech cable channels,
which are full of imported media products. The Czech-dubbed American and British
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media products barely entertain the early migrants, who are not comfortable with the
Czech language. Rather, they are content with Vietnamese satellite television and
media products with Vietnamese subtitles, which are available on the Internet.
Working in an enclave economic community, the early migrants very often obtain
useful daily information from the community. Word of mouth is one of the most
important information sources for thosewhomaintain their exclusive, diasporic busi-
ness networks. Vietnamese-languagemagazines have been published formany years,
but most of them have failed to take hold in the community. Published by a fewmedia
agencies coveringmultipleVietnamese communities across Europe,magazines com-
monly consist of news from Vietnam and other Vietnamese overseas communities,
Czech domestic news relevant to the diasporic community and general news from
all over the world. In other words, these magazines spend only the first few pages
covering information directly associated with the community in the CR. Also, these
magazines are not distributed in a systematic way but instead are displayed at stores
with other commercial flyers. Many early migrants once attempted to skim some
editions; but in their interviews, they did not recall well the titles of magazines and
specific types of information. Generally, few respondents said that there has been a
proper form of journalism in their community.
While still relying heavily on word of mouth as the primary source of informa-
tion, the early migrants have recently adopted online information outlets such as
Vietinfo.eu and Sangu.eu. Whereas Vietinfo.eu is an online form of the abovemen-
tionedVietnamese-languagemagazines, Sangu.eu is an online blog-style community
magazine that provides multimedia-based information specifically relevant to the
diaspora community. Many participants who have been active on Facebook in recent
years (mostly for the last two to three years) subscribe to the Facebook pages of
both services. In addition, non-users of Czech media outlets often come across news
and information produced by Czech media on social media. Technologically assisted
translation services and social sharing features on social media finally allow them to
make use of Czech news and information outlets. Having long lacked participation
in the small Czech media market, the early migrants have gradually become at least
passive audiences of Czech media.
11.6 Crossing the Binational Border Online: Media
Practices of the Recent First Generation
As explained above, the early first generation and the recent first generation of Viet-
namese migrants generally share two important life contexts: They have low com-
petence in Czech and other foreign languages, and they are quite confined within
the Vietnamese diaspora community. However, the two populations deviate from
each other when it comes to media use. Working long hours at Vietnamese busi-
nesses, the young recent migrants are also ordinarily exposed to Vietnamese satellite
television. As it was for the early first generation, Vietnamese satellite television
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has been contextualized in their work life since the beginning of their life in the
CR. Unlike their predecessors, however, the relatively young migrants tend not to
subscribe to the satellite service on their own. Like young people in general, they
intensively use online media available on both their personal computers and mobile
devices. For them, watching televisionmeans consuming television content available
online. In fact, most of them adopted online media during their early years in Viet-
nam. They also access various transnational media products, such as Asian television
shows and sports events including European football leagues and mixed-martial-arts
matches, via Vietnamese Web sites. Even though they frequently use YouTube and
other global media platforms to watch live streaming and video clips that interest
them, it is online information in the Vietnamese language that mainly links them to
these global channels.
The younger migrants prioritize connectivity in their lives, willingly spending
their money on mobile data and high-speed Internet services. They rely on online
social networks to obtain essential information for living in their new home. Their
online social networks on Facebook, Instagram and messaging applications provide
not only essential practical information on the economy, education and health but also
cultural information to entertain them. They have built online diasporic communities
by maintaining exclusive social networks with compatriots both in Vietnam and in
the CR. Even though they currently live in the CR, they still receive information and
various kinds of support from the network inVietnamby using online communication
tools. Also, online social networks allow them to continue to be involved in the initial
human networks they first formed after arriving in the CR. For recent migrants, the
online social network has not been one of many optional information outlets. Instead,
they have shaped their migrant life by using the online social network to exchange
information within the diasporic and the transnational Vietnamese communities.
11.7 Crossing Multiple Borders: Transnational Media
Practices of the 1.5 Generation
Born in Vietnam and raised in the CR, the migrant children who have benefited from
their family’s economic stability and diverse educational opportunities in both the
Czech and Vietnamese communities have expanded the scope of their transnational
media practices. Their multilingual skills have allowed them to reach various media
outlets ranging from Czech and Vietnamese to Western and Asian media. The 1.5
generation used to watch Czech Television shows for children and video products
and satellite television from Vietnam with their parents and siblings. However, these
binational media practices did not last very long. Most of them stopped watching
Czech Television and Vietnamese satellite television after adopting private media
practices with their personal devices such as laptops and mobile phones. As young
digital natives, they have long been online users who adroitly surf newmedia services
from all around the world. As residents in rapidly globalizing urban areas, they
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havenurtured cosmopolitan cultural tastes, preferringwell-developedmedia products
from the USA, the UK, Japan and South Korea (hereafter Korea). They have turned
their backs on Czech and Vietnamese media partly because of the outdated styles of
those media products and partly because of the lack of variety. In other words, young
cosmopolitan audiences are no longer confined within the two small media markets
of the CR and Vietnam because they make use of various media outlets from bigger
transnational media markets.
While heavily using transnational online streaming services such as YouTube and
Netflix, they also consumeKoreanmedia products intensively. It is known that there is
a large fandom for K-popmusic andKorean television shows in the Vietnamese com-
munity of the CR. These young transnational media fans first learned about Korean
cultural products frommedia based in Vietnam, as well as from their familymembers
and Vietnamese friends in the CR. The Korean media industry has been dominant
in many Southeast Asian countries, including Vietnam, since the late 1990s (Peichi
2013). The cultural phenomenon has crossed borders by following the migratory tra-
jectory of the Vietnamese overseas. Once introduced to Koreanmedia byVietnamese
media and human networks, the migrant young adults have explored more readily
available media sources by using their language skills and available technology; they
watch Korean television shows and K-pop music products uploaded by users across
the world on streaming services from different countries including China, Turkey,
the USA and Vietnam; they consume information about the Korean entertainment
industry by surfing around variousWeb sites and subscribing to relevant social media
pages. Despite the increasing number of Korean media fans in the CR, the Czech
market is still out of the Korean media’s target range. Also, Korean television shows
available on Netflix in the CR are much more limited than those accessible in bigger
media markets, such as the USA and Japan, due to licensing issues. For this reason,
many Vietnamese audiences in the CR rely heavily on illegally uploaded content on
various streaming services across theworld. Fans often volunteer to introduceKorean
media culture and trends to their Czech peers, which is slowly generating a niche
market in the CR. Following the global trend, the young Vietnamese have recently
become loyal users of YouTube and Netflix, where the national origin of media prod-
ucts is underplayed. They often watch media products frommany different countries
on their streaming services. Together with Czech consumers of streaming services,
the 1.5 generation has pushed the boundary of the Czech media market.
As residents of the CR, they also use the most-visited Czech Web portal, Sez-
nam.cz, to find daily information on a regular basis. Many use the portal’s e-mail
service, compare prices of e-commerce products and check the news headlines on the
front page of the Web site. They also spend a large amount of time on social media,
where they practice more personalized information-seeking modalities. The blurring
territories of online media make it difficult to simply state where 1.5 generation users
are based; while being active subscribers to diasporic Facebook pages in the Czech
language, such as “Přiznání Vietnamců” (“Recognition of Vietnamese”) and “Viet
Up,” they are also involved in a variety of online networks with Czechs and people
from around the world. Although they do not regularly consume Czech news media,
they subscribe to the Facebook feeds of Czech news organizations. Old print media
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distributed in the Vietnamese community and Vietnamese news via satellite televi-
sion are not taken into consideration as useful news outlets by the young migrants,
but online diasporic information outlets such as Sangu.eu are well recognized by
them. They are not different from other social media users who cross national and
regional borders without noticing their own extensive mobilities online. The migrant
childrenwho once turned their backs on the limitedmediamarkets in theCR and their
diasporic community have formed dynamic information outlets on deterritorialized
social media.
11.8 Conclusion
During a couple of interviews with the old and new first generations, interviewees
who knew I was originally from Korea asked me a question: “Do you know Park
Hang Seo?” Of course, I know the name because the Korean football coach has
become a celebrity in Korea with his achievements in Vietnam. He is the head
coach of the Vietnamese national football team, which has achieved remarkable
results in several inter-Asian football events. Because I was conducting open-ended
interviews, I could ask the interviewees more about their media practices related to
the Vietnamese national football team. They said they did their best to watch live
coverage of matches while keeping informed about the team by accessing various
information outlets across the border. They have, for example, subscribed to related
Facebook pages and visited Vietnamese news sites more often than before. Some
respondents recently bought a more extensive satellite television box from Vietnam,
which covers all television channels in Vietnam. National events across the border
and advanced border-crossing technologies have helped the diasporic migrants feel
more synchronized with daily life in their country of origin. Likewise, transnational
media practices are deeply contextualized in global migrants’ lives. Moreover, the
practices are neither static nor patterned but are instead continuously evolving as the
migrants respond to various sociocultural changes in their countries of origin, their
new home countries and their own diasporic communities, and beyond.
This chapter has reviewed how different Vietnamese migrant populations in the
CR have shaped their transnational and community media practices. Those who are
quite separated frommainstreamCzech society havemade almost no use of theCzech
media market. The small Czechmedia market has not taken the tiny Vietnamese pop-
ulation into consideration as a target audience. In addition, the diasporic community
has not been successful in forming its own media outlets due to the limited efforts of
its business-oriented community. On the other hand, the well-educated and global-
ized younger generation has not been satisfied with the limited Czech, Vietnamese
and diasporic media landscape. Equipped with technologies and cosmopolitan skills,
the young migrants have explored the transnational, global media space. It is obvi-
ous that the Vietnamese diasporic community in CR is not premature in forming a
media market comparable with those in larger multiethnic countries like the USA
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and Canada. It is also obvious that a small media market facing ever-increasing com-
petition with larger transnational media markets cannot afford to cater to a small
diasporic community accounting for less than 1% of the entire population. Thus,
neglected diasporic audiences in small media markets seem to create a tautological
dilemma.
As seen above, however, the Vietnamese migrants adopting networked media
platforms likeFacebookhaveopenedup their own translocalmedia outlets.Advanced
technological features help them to overcome such barriers as the lack of language
skills and limited prerequisite knowledge. Themigrant social media users often come
across information outlets based on the CR. Meanwhile, they have expanded the
scope of their use of Vietnamese and other transnational media outlets even further
by surfing links shared on social media. In sum, the “1.5 generation” migrants are
staying far away from conventional Czech and diasporic media while simultaneously
finding transnationally networked Czech media outlets and Vietnamese diasporic
information outlets on social media.
Because it is grounded in a limited number of interviews with Vietnamese
migrants, this research needs to be further developed to cover more diverse pop-
ulations in the community. Further study is expected to shed more light on the role
of new media platforms in shaping transnational–translocal media practices in a
diasporic community.
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